Temporary Tape

Parapet prior to installing

Permanent Seam Tape

Paraseal starter strip

6 Mil Polyethylene sheet

NOTE: Paraseal products require a

minimum 24 psi compression.

Container to be effective.

CAUTION: This detail and installation
case in place waterproofed the same as concrete
area. Normal block walls to be
will not allow workers in the backfill
technique to be used only on lower space

Paraseal sheet lowered into place with bentonite

Starter strip

Side against substrate. Cover top 4" of Paraseal

Paraseal to shed water

18" below finish grade or any seam not ointed

Permanent Seam Tape at all vertical seams down to

Continuous Parapet bar nailed every 8" or C. Finish grade should

Exposed portion of wall should have above grade waterproofing to prevent water

from entering through wall face or construction joints and running down behind Paraseal